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**Customer Reviews**

Love these types of puzzles! This book was very entertaining. I prefer the "circle the letters" types of word search as opposed to the "circle the word". This was a good buy!

this wonderword was also given as a gift to someone who is still enjoying them

Good size print so I can do the puzzles even if I can't find my glasses.

Love the book - just wish there were more than 43 puzzles in the book.

Great for those in elementary schools. Helps in the learning to spell complexity! Great for senior citizens. Helps keep the mind going with great thought processes. MC & DP, Castro Valley, CA/ 

I ORDERED THIS FOR MY MOM FOR CHRISTMAS. SHE LIKES TO DO THESE PUZZLES IN THE LOCAL PAPER. THIS VOLUME HAS 43 PUZZLES AND SHE IS THOROUGHLY ENJOYING COMPLETING THE PUZZLES.

These wonder words are my latest obsession. I bought 2 books, love them. My home newspaper has these in the paper, that is how I discovered them. Will buy some more.
I buy the WonderWord books for my sister-in-law and she really likes them. The only problem is that doesn't carry very many of the books.
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